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The Right Kind of Revolution Modernization, Development, and U.S. Foreign Policy from the Cold War to the Present
Cornell University Press After World War II, a powerful conviction took hold among American intellectuals and policymakers: that the
United States could profoundly accelerate and ultimately direct the development of the decolonizing world, serving as a modernizing
force around the globe. By accelerating economic growth, promoting agricultural expansion, and encouraging the rise of enlightened
elites, they hoped to link development with security, preventing revolutions and rapidly creating liberal, capitalist states. In The Right
Kind of Revolution, Michael E. Latham explores the role of modernization and development in U.S. foreign policy from the early Cold
War through the present. The modernization project rarely went as its architects anticipated. Nationalist leaders in postcolonial states
such as India, Ghana, and Egypt pursued their own independent visions of development. Attempts to promote technological solutions
to development problems also created unintended consequences by increasing inequality, damaging the environment, and supporting
coercive social policies. In countries such as Guatemala, South Vietnam, and Iran, U.S. oﬃcials and policymakers turned to
modernization as a means of counterinsurgency and control, ultimately shoring up dictatorial regimes and exacerbating the very
revolutionary dangers they wished to resolve. Those failures contributed to a growing challenge to modernization theory in the late
1960s and 1970s. Since the end of the Cold War the faith in modernization as a panacea has reemerged. The idea of a global New
Deal, however, has been replaced by a neoliberal emphasis on the power of markets to shape developing nations in benevolent ways.
U.S. policymakers have continued to insist that history has a clear, universal direction, but events in Iraq and Afghanistan give the lie
to modernization's false hopes and appealing promises. Modernization as Ideology American Social Science and "Nation
Building" in the Kennedy Era Univ of North Carolina Press Providing new insight on the intellectual and cultural dimensions of the
Cold War, Michael Latham reveals how social science theory helped shape American foreign policy during the Kennedy administration.
He shows how, in the midst of America's protracted struggle to contain communism in the developing world, the concept of global
modernization moved beyond its beginnings in academia to become a motivating ideology behind policy decisions. After tracing the
rise of modernization theory in American social science, Latham analyzes the way its core assumptions inﬂuenced the Kennedy
administration's Alliance for Progress with Latin America, the creation of the Peace Corps, and the strategic hamlet program in
Vietnam. But as he demonstrates, modernizers went beyond insisting on the relevance of America's experience to the dilemmas faced
by impoverished countries. Seeking to accelerate the movement of foreign societies toward a liberal, democratic, and capitalist
modernity, Kennedy and his advisers also reiterated a much deeper sense of their own nation's vital strengths and essential
benevolence. At the height of the Cold War, Latham argues, modernization recast older ideologies of Manifest Destiny and
imperialism. Mandarins of the Future Modernization Theory in Cold War America JHU Press By connecting modernization
theory to the welfare state liberalism programs of the New Deal order, Gilman not only provides a new intellectual context for
America's Third World during the Cold War, but connects the optimism of the Great Society to the notion that American power and
good intentions could stop the postcolonial world from embracing communism. Modernist America Art, Music, Movies, and the
Globalization of American Culture Yale University Press America's global cultural impact is largely seen as one-sided, with critics
claiming that it has undermined other countries' languages and traditions. But contrary to popular belief, the cultural relationship
between the United States and the world has been reciprocal, says Richard Pells. The United States not only plays a large role in
shaping international entertainment and tastes, it is also a consumer of foreign intellectual and artistic inﬂuences.Pells reveals how
the American artists, novelists, composers, jazz musicians, and ﬁlmmakers who were part of the Modernist movement were greatly
inﬂuenced by outside ideas and techniques. People across the globe found familiarities in American entertainment, resulting in a
universal culture that has dominated the twentieth and twenty-ﬁrst centuries and fulﬁlled the aim of the Modernist movement--to
make the modern world seem more intelligible."Modernist America" brilliantly explains why George Gershwin's music, Cole Porter's
lyrics, Jackson Pollock's paintings, Bob Fosse's choreography, Marlon Brando's acting, and Orson Welles's storytelling were so
inﬂuential, and why these and other artists and entertainers simultaneously represent both an American and a modern global culture.
Armed with Expertise The Militarization of American Social Research during the Cold War Cornell University Press During
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the height of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the Pentagon launched a controversial counterinsurgency program called the Human
Terrain System. The program embedded social scientists within military units to provide commanders with information about the
cultures and grievances of local populations. Yet the controversy it inspired was not new. Decades earlier, similar national security
concerns brought the Department of Defense and American social scientists together in the search for intellectual weapons that could
combat the spread of communism during the Cold War. In Armed with Expertise, Joy Rohde traces the optimistic rise, anguished fall,
and surprising rebirth of Cold War–era military-sponsored social research. Seeking expert knowledge that would enable the United
States to contain communism, the Pentagon turned to social scientists. Beginning in the 1950s, political scientists, social
psychologists, and anthropologists optimistically applied their expertise to military problems, convinced that their work would enhance
democracy around the world. As Rohde shows, by the late 1960s, a growing number of scholars and activists condemned Pentagonfunded social scientists as handmaidens of a technocratic warfare state and sought to eliminate military-sponsored research from
American intellectual life. But the Pentagon's social research projects had remarkable institutional momentum and intellectual
ﬂexibility. Instead of severing their ties to the military, the Pentagon’s experts relocated to a burgeoning network of private consulting
agencies and for-proﬁt research oﬃces. Now shielded from public scrutiny, they continued to inﬂuence national security aﬀairs. They
also diversiﬁed their portfolios to include the study of domestic problems, including urban violence and racial conﬂict. In examining
the controversies over Cold War social science, Rohde reveals the persistent militarization of American political and intellectual life, a
phenomenon that continues to raise grave questions about the relationship between expert knowledge and American democracy.
America's Rasputin Walt Rostow and the Vietnam War Hill and Wang Walt Rostow's meteoric rise to power—from Flatbush,
Brooklyn, to the West Wing of the White House—seemed to capture the promise of the American dream. Hailing from humble origins,
Rostow became an intellectual powerhouse: a professor of economic history at MIT and an inﬂuential foreign policy adviser to John F.
Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson. Too inﬂuential, according to some. While Rostow inspired respect and aﬀection, he also made some
powerful enemies. Averell Harriman, one of America's most celebrated diplomats, described Rostow as "America's Rasputin" for the
unsavory inﬂuence he exerted on presidential decision-making. Rostow was the ﬁrst to advise Kennedy to send U.S. combat troops to
South Vietnam and the ﬁrst to recommend the bombing of North Vietnam. He framed a policy of military escalation, championed
recklessly optimistic reporting, and then advised LBJ against pursuing a compromise peace with North Vietnam. David Milne examines
one man's impact on the United States' worst-ever military defeat. It is a portrait of good intentions and fatal misjudgments. A true
ideologue, Rostow believed that it is beholden upon the United States to democratize other nations and do "good," no matter what the
cost. America's Rasputin explores the consequences of this idealistic but unyielding dogma. Taking Haiti Military Occupation and
the Culture of U.S. Imperialism, 1915-1940 Univ of North Carolina Press The U.S. invasion of Haiti in July 1915 marked the start of
a military occupation that lasted for nineteen years--and fed an American fascination with Haiti that ﬂourished even longer. Exploring
the cultural dimensions of U.S. contact with Haiti during the occupation and its aftermath, Mary Renda shows that what Americans
thought and wrote about Haiti during those years contributed in crucial and unexpected ways to an emerging culture of U.S.
imperialism. At the heart of this emerging culture, Renda argues, was American paternalism, which saw Haitians as wards of the
United States. She explores the ways in which diverse Americans--including activists, intellectuals, artists, missionaries, marines, and
politicians--responded to paternalist constructs, shaping new versions of American culture along the way. Her analysis draws on a rich
record of U.S. discourses on Haiti, including the writings of policymakers; the diaries, letters, songs, and memoirs of marines stationed
in Haiti; and literary works by such writers as Eugene O'Neill, James Weldon Johnson, Langston Hughes, and Zora Neale Hurston.
Pathbreaking and provocative, Taking Haiti illuminates the complex interplay between culture and acts of violence in the making of
the American empire. The Right Kind of Revolution Modernization, Development, and U.S. Foreign Policy from the Cold
War to the Present Cornell University Press "Well written, broad-gauged, and just plain smart, The Right Kind of Revolution ably
synthesizes, indeed moves beyond, the scholarship on American eﬀorts to `improve' the Third World. The new standard work on
American modernization and development policies, it has much to teach scholars and graduate students while still being suitable for
use in undergraduate courses."---David Engerman, Brandeis University, author of Know Your Enemy: The Rise and Fall of America's
Soviet Experts Development, and the Global Cold War and Knowledge and Postmodernism in Historical Perspective. Mastering
Strategy: Workshops for Business Success ABC-CLIO Fun to read yet full of powerful business information, this guide provides a
comprehensive toolkit for crafting winning strategies in today's competitive environment. • Presents the most eﬀective and useful
strategy concepts and frameworks in a condensed, easy-to-grasp and entertaining manner that anyone or any business can beneﬁt
from • Provides many current and classic examples to show the application of the frameworks, making key concepts easy to
understand • Organizes information in a logical order where concepts presented in previous workshops provides the base for
additional ideas or strategies, giving readers a synergistic, comprehensive picture of strategic challenges and opportunities • Shows
readers not just how to craft marketing strategy but also how to advocate for their strategic ideas The South and America Since
World War II Oxford University Press, USA With The South and America Since World War II, author James C. Cobb provides the ﬁrst
truly comprehensive history of the South since World War II. He brilliantly captures an era of dramatic change, both in the South and
in its relationship with the rest of the nation. In this sweeping narrative, Cobb covers such diverse topics as "Dixiecrats," the "southern
strategy," the South's domination of today's GOP, immigration, the national ascendance of southern culture and music, and the roles
of women and an increasingly visible gay population in contemporary southern life. Beginning with the early stages of the civil rights
struggle, Cobb discusses how the attack on Pearl Harbor set the stage for the demise of Jim Crow. He examines the NAACP's postwar
assault on the South's racial system, the famous bus boycott in Montgomery, the emergence of Rev. Martin Luther King in the
movement, and the dramatic protests and confrontations that ﬁnally brought profound racial changes, and two-party politics to the
South. Cobb writes with wit and grace, showing a thorough grasp of his native region. Exhaustively researched and brimming with
original insights, The South and America Since World War II oﬀers the deﬁnitive history of the postwar South and its changing role in
national life. Staging Growth Modernization, Development, and the Global Cold War Situating modernization theory
historically, Staging Growth avoids conventional chronologies and categories of analysis, particularly the traditional focus on conﬂicts
between major powers. The contributors employ a variety of approaches-from economic and intellectual history to cultural criticism
and biography-to shed fresh light on the global forces that shaped the Cold War and its legacies. Most of the pieces are comparative,
exploring how diﬀerent countries and cultures have grappled with the implications of modern development. At the same time, all of
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the essays address similar fundamental questions. Is modernization the same thing as Westernization? Is the idea of modernization
universally valid? Do countries follow similar trajectories as they undertake development? Does modernization bring about
globalization? - Publisher. Return from the Natives How Margaret Mead Won the Second World War and Lost the Cold War
Yale University Press Part intellectual biography, part cultural history and part history of human sciences, this fascinating volume
follows renowned anthropologist Margaret Mead and her colleagues as they showed that anthropology could tackle the psychology of
the most complex, modern societies in ways useful for waging the Second World War. Age Estimation of the Human Skeleton
Charles C Thomas Publisher Age Estimation of the Human Skeleton is a needed up-to-date book providing anthropologists and
anatomists with a broad spectrum of techniques focused on aging human skeletal remains. It represents the most current reference
book devoted entirely to estimating age at death for skeletonized and decomposed human remains and is a convenient starting point
for practical and research applications. This book is a valuable reference for all individuals interested in the identiﬁcation or analysis of
human remains including forensic anthropologists, bioarchaeologists, forensic odontologists, pathologists and anatomists at student
and professional levels. Age Estimation of the Human Skeleton would serve as an ideal supplemental textbook for introductory and
advanced osteology and forensic anthropology courses. Age Estimation of the Human Skeleton is a collection of some of the latest
research in age estimation techniques of human skeletal remains. It compiles recent scientiﬁc research on age at death estimation
using dental and gross skeletal morphological indicators of age, as well as histological and multifactorial age estimation techniques.
Age estimation methods from all life-stage categories, including: fetal, sub-adult, and adult are included in the book. Age Estimation of
the Human Skeleton also includes chapters that evaluate and review the older, more traditional aging techniques as well as
information that explores future directions and considerations for research in this area. Overall, Age Estimation of the Human Skeleton
bolsters the references available to researchers in academic, laboratory, and medicolegal facilities and is an attractive text to a
sizable spectrum of analysts. The Columbia History of Post-World War II America Columbia University Press Rather than divide
this period into such traditional categories as "women," "television," and "politics," contributors take a cross-topical approach that
emphasizes the interconnectedness of American life and society.Beginning with an analysis of cultural themes and ending with a
discussion of evolving and expanding political and corporate institutions, these essays address changes in America's response to the
outside world; the merging of psychological states and social patterns in memorial culture, scandal culture, and consumer culture; the
intersection of social practices and governmental policies; the eﬀect of technological change on society and politics; and the
intersection of changing belief systems and technological development, among other issues.Many had feared that Orwellian
institutions would crush the individual in the postwar era, but a major theme of this book is the persistence of individuality and
diversity The Eisenhower Administration, the Third World, and the Globalization of the Cold War Rowman & Littleﬁeld Pub
Incorporated In the US, the Cold War is often remembered as a two-power struggle. The Eisenhower administration placed an
extremely high priority on victory in the Third World. This book assesses the impact of the globalizing Cold War and the process of
decolonization on the Eisenhower administration's foreign policy. It is intended for diplomatic historians. Love, Agnes Postcards
from an Octopus Millbrook Press In California, Agnes, a giant Paciﬁc octopus, pens a series of postcards to strangers from both
above and below the pier. New Perspectives in Forensic Human Skeletal Identiﬁcation Academic Press New Perspectives in
Forensic Human Skeletal Identiﬁcation provides a comprehensive and up-to-date perspective on human identiﬁcation methods in
forensic anthropology. Divided into four distinct sections, the chapters will reﬂect recent advances in human skeletal identiﬁcation,
including statistical and morphometric methods for assessing the biological proﬁle (sex, age, ancestry, stature), biochemical methods
of identiﬁcation (DNA analysis, stable isotope analysis, bomb curve analysis), and use of comparative radiography. The ﬁnal section of
this book highlights advances in human identiﬁcation techniques that are being applied to international populations and disaster
victims. The contributing authors represent established experts in forensic anthropology and closely related ﬁelds. New Perspectives
in Forensic Human Skeletal Identiﬁcation will be an essential resource for researchers, practitioners, and advanced students interested
in state-of-the-art methods for human identiﬁcation. A comprehensive and up-to-date volume on human identiﬁcation methods in
forensic anthropology Focuses on recent advances such as statistical and morphometric methods for assessing the biological proﬁle,
biochemical methods of identiﬁcation and use of comparative radiography Includes an entire section on human identiﬁcation
techniques being applied to international populations and disaster victims Science Fiction Criticism An Anthology of Essential
Writings Bloomsbury Publishing Including more than 30 essential works of science ﬁction criticism in a single volume, this is a
comprehensive introduction to the study of this enduringly popular genre. Science Fiction Criticism: An Anthology of Essential Writings
covers such topics as: ·Deﬁnitions and boundaries of the genre ·The many forms of science ﬁction, from time travel to 'inner space'
·Ideology and identity: from utopian fantasy to feminist, queer and environmental readings ·The non-human: androids, aliens, cyborgs
and animals ·Race and the legacy of colonialism The volume also features annotated guides to further reading on these topics.
Includes writings by: Marc Angenot, J.G. Ballard, Damien Broderick, Istvan Csicsery-Ronay, Samuel R. Delany, Philip K. Dick, Grace
Dillon, Kodwo Eshun, Carl Freedman, Allison de Fren, Hugo Gernsback, Donna Haraway, N. Katherine Hayles, Robert A. Heinlein, Nalo
Hopkinson, Veronica Hollinger, Fredric Jameson, Gwyneth Jones, Rob Latham, Roger Luckhurst, Judith Merril, John B. Michel, Wendy
Pearson, John Rieder, Lysa Rivera, Joanna Russ, Mary Shelley, Stephen Hong Sohn, Susan Sontag, Bruce Sterling, Darko Suvin, Vernor
Vinge, Sherryl Vint, H.G. Wells, David Wittenberg and Lisa Yaszek Broadcasting Freedom The Cold War Triumph of Radio Free
Europe and Radio Liberty University Press of Kentucky Among America's most unusual and successful weapons during the Cold
War were Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty. RFE-RL had its origins in a post-war America brimming with conﬁdence and secure in
its power. Unlike the Voice of America, which conveyed a distinctly American perspective on global events, RFE-RL served as
surrogate home radio services and a vital alternative to the controlled, party-dominated domestic press in Eastern Europe. Over
twenty stations featured programming tailored to individual countries. They reached millions of listeners ranging from industrial
workers to dissident leaders such as Lech Walesa and Vaclav Havel. Broadcasting Freedom draws on rare archival material and oﬀers
a penetrating insider history of the radios that helped change the face of Europe. Arch Puddington reveals new information about the
connections between RFE-RL and the CIA, which provided covert funding for the stations during the critical start-up years in the early
1950s. He relates in detail the eﬀorts of Soviet and Eastern Bloc oﬃcials to thwart the stations; their tactics ranged from jamming
attempts, assassinations of radio journalists, the inﬁltration of spies onto the radios' staﬀs, and the bombing of the radios'
headquarters. Puddington addresses the controversies that engulfed the stations throughout the Cold War, most notably RFE
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broadcasts during the Hungarian Revolution that were described as inﬂammatory and irresponsible. He shows how RFE prevented the
Communist authorities from establishing a monopoly on the dissemination of information in Poland and describes the crucial roles
played by the stations as the Berlin Wall came down and the Soviet Union broke apart. Broadcasting Freedom is also a portrait of the
Cold War in America. Puddington oﬀers insights into the strategic thinking of the RFE-RL leadership and those in the highest circles of
American government, including CIA directors, secretaries of state, and even presidents. Poverty in Common The Politics of
Community Action During the American Century Duke University Press In post-World War II America, the idea that local
community action was indispensable for the alleviation of poverty was broadly embraced by policymakers, social scientists,
international development specialists, and grassroots activists. Governmental eﬀorts to mobilize community action in the name of
democracy served as a volatile condition of possibility through which poor people and dispossessed groups negotiated the tension
between calls for self-help and demands for self-determination in the context of the Cold War and global decolonization. Poverty in
Common suggests new ways to think about the relationship between liberalism, government, and inequality with implications for
popular debates over the "end of welfare" and neo-liberalism in the United States. Drawing on oral histories, program records,
community newspapers, policy documents, and records of public hearings, Alyosha Goldstein analyzes a compelling but often
overlooked series of historical episodes: Progressive era reform as a precursor to community development during the Cold War; how
the language of "underdevelopment" articulated ideas about poverty and foreignness; the use of poverty as a crucible of interest
group politics; and how radical groups critically reframed the question of community action in anti-colonial terms. He shows how
approaches to poverty were linked to the racialised and gendered negotiation of boundaries--between foreign and domestic, empire
and nation, violence and order, dependency and autonomy--in the mid-twentieth-century United States. Knowledge and
Postmodernism in Historical Perspective Routledge This comprehensive reader chronicles the western engagement with the
nature of knowledge during the past four centuries while providing the historical context for the postmodernist thought of Jacques
Derrida, Michel Foucault, Richard Rorty and Hayden White, and the challenges their ideas have posed to our conventional ways of
thinking, writing and knowing. The End of the Cold War and The Third World New Perspectives on Regional Conﬂict Taylor &
Francis This book brings together recent research on the end of the Cold War in the Third World and engages with ongoing debates
about regional conﬂicts, the role of great powers in the developing world, and the role of international actors in conﬂict resolution.
Globalizing the Library Librarians and Development Work, 1945–1970 Routledge Globalizing the Library focuses on the
globalization of information and the library in the period following the Second World War. Providing an examination of the ideas and
aspirations surrounding information and the library, as well as the actual practices and actions of information professionals from the
United States, Britain, and those working with organizations such as Unesco to develop library services, this book tells an important
story about international history that also provides insight into the history of information, globalization, and cultural relations.
Exploring eﬀorts to help build library services and train a cohort of professional librarians around the globe, the book examines
countries in Asia, Africa, and the Paciﬁc during the period of the Cold War and decolonization. Using the ideas of ‘library diplomacy’
and ‘library imperialism’ to frame Anglo-American involvement in this work, Laugesen examines the impact library development work
had on various countries. The book also considers what might have motivated nations in the global South to use foreign aid to help
develop their library services and information infrastructure. Globalizing the Library prompts reﬂection on the way in which library
services are developed and the way professional knowledge is transferred, while also illuminating the power structures that have
shaped global information infrastructures. As a result, the book should be essential reading for academics and students engaged in
the study of libraries, development, and information. It should also be of great interest to information professionals and information
historians who are reﬂecting critically on the way information has been transferred, consumed, and shaped in the modern world. The
Cold War A History in Documents and Eyewitness Accounts Oxford University Press, USA The Cold War contains a selection of
oﬃcial and unoﬃcial documents which provide a truly multi-faceted account of the entire Cold War era. The experiences of the East
Berlin housewife are placed alongside those of the South African student; the participation of political leaders from Europe and the
Third World stand juxtaposed. Not only does this book put a human face on the conﬂict, but it draws emphasis to the variety of ways
in which this conﬂict was experienced. The ﬁnal selection of documents illustrates the global impact of the Cold War to the present
day, and establishes links between the Cold War and the events of 11th September 2001. Democratic Vanguardism Modernity,
Intervention, and the Making of the Bush Doctrine Lexington Books Democratic Vanguardism explores the origins,
development, and implication of the United States’ policy after 9/11 to promote democracy by force and thereby advance its national
security. It explores disputes among political theorists, elected statesmen, and public intellectuals to help enrich our understanding of
this most fraught period in American foreign relations, and it provides a novel account on the discourse of historical teleology that
underpinned the Bush Doctrine. The Cambridge Companion to John F. Kennedy Cambridge University Press The Cambridge
Companion to John F. Kennedy explores the creation, and afterlife, of an American icon. To Build as Well as Destroy American
Nation Building in South Vietnam Cornell University Press For years, the so-called better-war school of thought has argued that
the United States built a legitimate and viable non-Communist state in South Vietnam in the latter years of the Vietnam War and that
it was only the military abandonment of this state that brought down the Republic of Vietnam. But Andrew J. Gawthorpe, through a
detailed and incisive analysis, shows that, in fact, the United States failed in its eﬀorts at nation building and had not established a
durable state in South Vietnam. Drawing on newly opened archival collections and previously unexamined oral histories with dozens of
U.S. military oﬃcers and government oﬃcials, To Build as Well as Destroy demonstrates that the United States never came close to
achieving victory in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Gawthorpe tells a story of policy aspirations and practical failures that stretches
from Washington, D.C., to the Vietnamese villages in which the United States implemented its nationbuilding strategy through the
Oﬃce of Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development Support known as CORDS. Structural factors that could not have been
overcome by the further application of military power thwarted U.S. eﬀorts to build a viable set of non-Communist political, economic,
and social institutions in South Vietnam. To Build as Well as Destroy provides the most comprehensive account yet of the largest and
best-resourced nation-building program in U.S. history. Gawthorpe's analysis helps contemporary policy makers, diplomats, and
military oﬃcers understand the reasons for this failure. At a moment in time when American strategists are grappling with military
and political challenges in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria, revisiting the historical lessons of Vietnam is a worthy endeavor. The World
Transformed 1945 to the Present Oxford University Press, USA The best-selling anthology The World Transformed, 1945 to the
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Present: A Documentary Reader, Second Edition, serves as an ideal companion volume to The World Transformed: 1945 to the
Present, Second Edition. Edited by Michael H. Hunt, this thoroughly updated collection invites students to interpret and evaluate 180
documents organized into 40 topical sections ranging over the last seven decades and virtually the entire globe. The Power of
Systems How Policy Sciences Opened Up the Cold War World Cornell University Press The International Institute of Applied
Systems Analysis (IIASA), an international think tank established jointly by the United States and Soviet Union in Austria in 1972, was
intended to advance scientiﬁc collaboration. Until the late 1980s, the IIASA was one of the very few permanent sites where policy
scientists from both sides of the Iron Curtain could work together to articulate and solve world problems, most notably global climate
change. One of the best-kept secrets of the Cold War, this think tank was a rare zone of freedom, communication, and negotiation,
where leading Soviet scientists could try out their innovative ideas, beneﬁt from access to Western literature, and develop social
networks, thus paving the way for some of the key science and policy breakthroughs of the twentieth century. Race and the
Totalitarian Century Harvard University Press Vaughn Rasberry turns to black culture and politics for an alternative history of the
totalitarian century. He shows how black writers reimagined the standard anti-fascist, anti-communist narrative through the lens of
racial injustice, with the U.S. as a tyrannical force in the Third World but also an agent of Asian and African independence. The
Routledge Handbook of the Cold War Routledge This new Handbook oﬀers a wide-ranging overview of current scholarship on the
Cold War, with essays from many leading scholars. The ﬁeld of Cold War history has consistently been one of the most vibrant in the
ﬁeld of international studies. Recent scholarship has added to our understanding of familiar Cold War events, such as the Korean War,
the Cuban Missile Crisis and superpower détente, and shed new light on the importance of ideology, race, modernization, and
transnational movements. The Routledge Handbook of the Cold War draws on the wealth of new Cold War scholarship, bringing
together essays on a diverse range of topics such as geopolitics, military power and technology and strategy. The chapters also
address the importance of non-state actors, such as scientists, human rights activists and the Catholic Church, and examine the
importance of development, foreign aid and overseas assistance. The volume is organised into nine parts: Part I: The Early Cold War
Part II: Cracks in the Bloc Part III: Decolonization, Imperialism and its Consequences Part IV: The Cold War in the Third World Part V:
The Era of Detente Part VI: Human Rights and Non-State Actors Part VII: Nuclear Weapons, Technology and Intelligence Part VIII:
Psychological Warfare, Propaganda and Cold War Culture Part IX: The End of the Cold War This new Handbook will be of great interest
to all students of Cold War history, international history, foreign policy, security studies and IR in general. Of Limits and Growth The
Rise of Global Sustainable Development in the Twentieth Century Cambridge University Press Of Limits and Growth connects
three of the most important aspects of the twentieth century: decolonization, the rise of environmentalism, and the United States'
support for economic development and modernization in the Third World. It links these trends by revealing how environmental NGOs
challenged and reformed the development approaches of the US government, World Bank, and United Nations from the 1960s
through the 1990s. The book shows how NGOs promoted the use of 'appropriate' technologies, environmental reviews in the lending
process, development plans based on ecological principles, and international cooperation on global issues such as climate change. It
also reveals that the 'sustainable development' concept emerged from transnational negotiations in which environmentalists
accommodated the developmental aspirations of Third World intellectuals and leaders. In sum, Of Limits and Growth oﬀers a new
history of sustainability by elucidating the global origins of environmental activism, the ways in which environmental activists
challenged development approaches worldwide, and how environmental non-state actors reshaped the United States' and World
Bank's development policies. Politically Exposed Persons Preventive Measures for the Banking Sector World Bank
Publications In recent years, revelations of grand corruption and the plunder of state assets have led to greater scrutiny of ﬁnancial
relationships with politically exposed persons (PEPs) senior government oﬃcials and their family members and close associates.
Notwithstanding the eﬀorts by many ﬁnancial institutions and regulatory authorities to prevent corrupt PEPs from entering and using
the ﬁnancial system to launder the proceeds of corruption, there has been an overall failure in the eﬀective implementation of
international standards on PEPs. Implementation of an eﬀective PEP regime is a critical component in the prevention and detection of
transfers of proceeds of crime and, therefore, ultimately in the process of recovering them. 'Politically Exposed Persons: Preventive
Measures for the Banking Sector' is designed to help banks and regulatory authorities address the risks posed by PEPs and prevent
corrupt PEPs from using domestic and international ﬁnancial systems to launder the proceeds of corruption. The book provides
recommendations and good practices aimed at improving compliance with international standards and increasing supervisory
eﬀectiveness. It is an important tool for individuals, governments, ﬁnancial and private sector companies, and international
organizations involved in developing and implementing standards aimed at ﬁghting corruption and money laundering, and trying to
recover stolen assets and the proceeds of corruption. US Foreign Policy and the Modernization of Iran Kennedy, Johnson,
Nixon and the Shah Springer US Foreign Policy and the Modernization of Iran examines the evolution of US-Iranian relations during
the presidencies of John F. Kennedy, Lyndon B. Johnson, and Richard M. Nixon. It demonstrates how successive administrations
struggled to exert inﬂuence over the Shah of Iran's regime domestic and foreign policy. The Routledge History of TwentiethCentury America Routledge The Routledge History of the Twentieth-Century United States is a comprehensive introduction to the
most important trends and developments in the study of modern United States history. Driven by interdisciplinary scholarship, the
thirty-four original chapters underscore the vast range of identities, perspectives and tensions that contributed to the growth and
contested meanings of the United States in the twentieth century. The chronological and topical breadth of the collection highlights
critical political and economic developments of the century while also drawing attention to relatively recent areas of research,
including borderlands, technology and disability studies. Dynamic and ﬂexible in its possible applications, The Routledge History of the
Twentieth-Century United States oﬀers an exciting new resource for the study of modern American history. The Routledge History
of American Foodways Routledge The Routledge History of American Foodways provides an important overview of the main themes
surrounding the history of food in the Americas from the pre-colonial era to the present day. By broadly incorporating the latest food
studies research, the book explores the major advances that have taken place in the past few decades in this crucial ﬁeld. The volume
is composed of four parts. The ﬁrst part explores the signiﬁcant developments in US food history in one of ﬁve time periods to situate
the topical and thematic chapters to follow. The second part examines the key ingredients in the American diet throughout time,
allowing authors to analyze many of these foods as items that originated in or dramatically impacted the Americas as a whole, and not
just the United States. The third part focuses on how these ingredients have been transformed into foods identiﬁed with the American
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diet, and on how Americans have produced and presented these foods over the last four centuries. The ﬁnal section explores how food
practices are a means of embodying ideas about identity, showing how food choices, preferences, and stereotypes have been used to
create and maintain ideas of diﬀerence. Including essays on all the key topics and issues, The Routledge History of American
Foodways comprises work from a leading group of scholars and presents a comprehensive survey of the current state of the ﬁeld. It
will be essential reading for all those interested in the history of food in American culture. Saving the World? Western Volunteers
and the Rise of the Humanitarian-Development Complex Cambridge University Press An innovative history of how volunteers
helped build a global consensus that Western development intervention across the Global South was desirable, even as critics in aidrecipient nations suggested it was a form of neocolonialism. It will beneﬁt scholars and students of history, development studies and
international relations. The Oxford Handbook of the Cold War OUP Oxford The Oxford Handbook of the Cold War oﬀers a broad
reassessment of the period war based on new conceptual frameworks developed in the ﬁeld of international history. Nearing the 25th
anniversary of its end, the cold war now emerges as a distinct period in twentieth-century history, yet one which should be evaluated
within the broader context of global political, economic, social, and cultural developments. The editors have brought together leading
scholars in cold war history to oﬀer a new assessment of the state of the ﬁeld and identify fundamental questions for future research.
The individual chapters in this volume evaluate both the extent and the limits of the cold war's reach in world history. They call into
question orthodox ways of ordering the chronology of the cold war and also present new insights into the global dimension of the
conﬂict. Even though each essay oﬀers a unique perspective, together they show the interconnectedness between cold war and
national and transnational developments, including long-standing conﬂicts that preceded the cold war and persisted after its end, or
global transformations in areas such as human rights or economic and cultural globalization. Because of its broad mandate, the
volume is structured not along conventional chronological lines, but thematically, oﬀering essays on conceptual frameworks, regional
perspectives, cold war instruments and cold war challenges. The result is a rich and diverse accounting of the ways in which the cold
war should be positioned within the broader context of world history. Cooperation and Hegemony in US-Latin American
Relations Revisiting the Western Hemisphere Idea Springer This edited volume revisits the idea of the Western Hemisphere.
First articulated by Arthur P. Whitaker in 1954 but with origins in the earlier work of Herbert E. Bolton, it is the idea that "the peoples
of this Hemisphere stand in a special relationship to one another which sets them apart from the rest of the word" (Whitaker, 1954).
For most scholars of US-Latin American relations, this is a curious concept. They often conceptualize US-Latin American relations
through the prism of realism and interventionism. While this volume does not deny that the United States has often acted as an
imperial power in Latin America, it is unique in that it challenges scholars to re-think their preconceived notions of inter-American
relations and explores the possibility of a common international society for the Americas, especially in the realm of international
relations. Unlike most volumes on US-Latin American relations, the book develops its argument in an interdisciplinary manner,
bringing together diﬀerent approaches from disciplines including international relations, global and diplomatic history, human rights
studies, and cultural and intellectual history. American Foreign Relations, Volume 1: To 1920 Cengage Learning This best-selling
text presents the best synthesis of current scholarship available to emphasize the theme of expansionism and its manifestations.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
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